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An Archaeologist is the scientist who
studies humans by what we leave behind.
The things that people make, use, modify
and dispose of. * Though targeted at the
young people of Saint Lucia this book
presents career guidance information that
may be used by anyone - the young and the
old (in search of that second career) as well
as anyone living outside of the Caribbean
Island. * Too many people do not know
what career path to follow; or having
decided on a career are not sure on how to
achieve the goal. These books target all
young people: those at Secondary (high)
Schools as well as those in prison, at
remedial school, or drop outs. A mistake in
ones youth should not be a deterrent to
anyone achieving their career goals. * The
intention, as with all these books is to
provide information in an easy to absorb
manner. * The series speaks to the reality
of funding, encourages entrepreneurship
and speaks frankly to the job opportunities
that exist for the chosen career. * This is an
excellent resource for the youth that is
worth sharing! World Bank
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FAQ-Career in Archaeology in the U.S. - May 2, 2016 For a number of years I have maintained a web page called
Frequently Asked Questions About a Career in Archaeology. I have not updated How to Become an Anthropologist or
Archeologist Employment of anthropologists and archeologists is projected to grow 4 percent from 20, slower Career
Options for Archaeology Degrees - ThoughtCo Careers in Archeology. Alternative Careers in Archaeology. So, youre
an anthropology major and you want to find a career in archaeology. There is no way you Careers - Society for
American Archaeology Archaeologists learn about the past by studying sites and excavating, classifying, recording and
preserving objects. What can I do with an archaeology degree? Whats it like to be a Archaeologist ? Our career
profiles share a day in the life, how to pay your dues and future opportunities. Archaeologist - Archaeology Careers Job Description Facts Archaeologists study human societies that lived in the past through the discovery and analysis of
the things that they left behind, this includes artifacts from Archaeologist Job Description AllAboutCareers Although
most people imagine them working outdoors among the elements, archaeologists find employment in a wide variety of
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work settingssuch as museums, colleges and universities, government agencies, private and public foundations, and
consulting firmsas educators, researchers, administrators, and consultants. Become an Anthropologists and
Archaeologist - Careers - The The information on this page is adapted from the societys Careers in Historical
Archaeology brochure. Download a copy of this pamphlet: SHA Careers. FAQs for students about careers in
archaeology - Society for Jobs 1 - 10 of 125 125 Archaeologist Jobs available on . one search. all jobs. Archaeologist
- Career Rankings, Salary, Reviews and Advice US A list of recommended information concerning how to chase
your dream about becoming an archaeologist, selected by the members of the SAAs Public Careers in Historical
Archaeology - Society for Historical Archaeology Find work as an archaeologist. Discover the entire field, from
geoarcheaology to archaeobotanist jobs. Position overviews, pay info, and job board. How to Become a Archaeologist
Get insights into becoming an archaeologist including salary, education, and employment. Archaeologist: job
description TARGETjobs Sep 11, 2016 According to the National Geographic Society, anthropology is the study of
the origin and development of human societies and cultures. The organization classifies archaeology as a subset of
anthropology and defines it as the study of the human past using material remains. Anthropology). A Career in
Archaeology Current Archaeology Jun 14, 2007 Should you make a career in archaeology? The Current Archaeology
Career guide has traditionally been gloomy: click here for our original Archaeologist Jobs, Employment Career
Services - Archaeological Institute of America GPR Analyst, Penhall Company, San Jose, CA, USA, Job Details
CEQA NEPA Environment Planner - Caltrans, CoreTechs Direct What does an Archaeologist do? - Sokanu An
archaeologist regularly delves, digs and looks into the past. A graduate degree is the minimum education to become an
archaeologist, but related careers Careers in Archeology Anthropology Department Drew University Nov 11, 2009
Any man who has ever watched the Indiana Jones movies has had the thought of becoming an archaeologist cross his
mind. Turns out the job Archaeologist: Educational Requirements for a Career in Archaeology Questions About:
Archaeology As A Career Learn about what an anthropologists and archaeologist is and what anthropologists and
archaeologists do. Explore the academic path to this career to see if its Careers for archaeology graduates Division of
Archaeology The AIA sponsors its own career center dedicated to connecting professional archaeologists with a variety
of employment opportunities. Our new Online Career Archaeologist job profile Jobs directly related to your degree
include: Archaeologist Heritage manager Historic buildings inspector/conservation officer Archaeologist - Career
Information - The Balance Where do archaeologists work? Professional archaeologists work in a wide variety of
settings. Archaeologists are employed by federal and state government Anthropologists and Archeologists :
Occupational Outlook Archaeology graduates often find that the skills acquired during their degree course equip them
to tackle a broad range of other careers. Here are some Archaeologist - Career Information - The Balance What does
an Archaeologist do? Typical employers Qualifications and training Key skills Archaeologists study past human
activity by excavating, dating and Archaeologist: Career Summary, Occupational Outlook, and The Society for
American Archaeology receives many inquiries from students about careers and other aspects of archaeology. This page
answers some of the Archaeologist Careers The Princeton Review Oct 18, 2016 What are my career choices in
archaeology? There are several levels of being an archaeologist, and where you are at in your career is related
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